
Prefixes

KeywordsKeywordsKeywords
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Page 5

Match Up
impossible, i
incomplete, f
incorrect, e
misbehave, g
mistreat, a
misunderstand, d
transcontinental, b 
translate, h
transport, c

1. impolite
2. misbehave
3. mistreat

Bonus: 
“Not My Favorite”
“ That’s why you’re 
not my fave.”

Page 3
Read & Replace

1. mis
2. in
3. trans
4. im

Petal Power

Stack Up
IN:  edible, exact, sane, 

humane
IM: perfect, mature
MIS: pronounce, inform
TRANS: atlantic, plant

im•po•lite—IHM-puh-LIT adjective 1. rude 2. lacking good manners

im•pos•si•ble—ihm-PAHS-uh-buhl adjective not able to occur

in•com•plete—ihn-kuhm-PLEET adjective not having all the necessary
parts

in•cor•rect—ihn-kuh-REHKT adjective not having the right information

mis•be•have—MIHS-bih-HAYV verb to fail to act properly

mis•treat—mihs-TREET verb to deal with someone unfairly or cruelly

mis•un•der•stand—MIHS-uhn-der-STAND verb to fail to interpret
something correctly

trans•con•ti•nen•tal—TRANZ-kahn-tuh-NEHN-tuhl adjective crossing
a continent

trans•late—TRANZ-layt verb to convert one language to another

trans•port—tranz-PORT verb to carry from one place to another

3Check It! 
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Prefixes

Page 6
Criss Cross

Page 7

Page 8

Blank Out!

Blank Out!

1. transcontinental

2. incorrect

3. misbehave

4. impolite

5. mistreat

6. translate

7. misunderstand

8. incomplete

9. impossible

10. transport

1. incomplete

2. transport

3. impolite

4. misbehave

5. misunderstand

6. incorrect

7. impossible

8. mistreat

9. transcontinental

10. translate

Match Up
A PREFIX is a group of letters that comes at the beginning of a word. Each 
prefix has its own meaning. When you know the meaning of the prefix, you 
can often figure out the meaning of the word. 
MATCH the prefixes in the box to the roots. WRITE each word and then 
MATCH it to its definition. 
HINT: You can use each prefix more than once.

in-/im- = not      mis- = bad trans- = across

3. mistreat

4. incomplete

6. translate

7. impossible

1. transcontinental

2. impolite

4. incorrect

5. transport

port

understand

late

continental

correct

possible

treat

behave

complete

:

a. to deal with someone unfairly or cruelly

b. crossing a continent

c. to carry from one place to another

d. to fail to interpret something correctly

e. not having the right information

f. not having all the necessary parts

g. to fail to act properly

h. to convert one language to another

i. not able to occur

3Check It! 
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Prefixes

Read & Replace
READ the poem. Then FILL IN the blanks in the second poem using keywords to give the poem the 
opposite meaning.

You’re ever so ,

And you always ,

You know how to  me.

That’s why you’re my fave!

You’re ever so ,

And you always ,

You know how to  me.

That’s why you’re my fave!

BONUS!

For the second poem, what word do you need to add to the last line to make it make sense? Add that 
extra word to the title and last line. 

1

2

3
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Prefixes

Petal Power
READ the roots on the petals around each flower. FILL IN the center of each flower with a prefix 
that could go with all of its roots.

3.

a
c
ti
o
n la

te

port

continental

1.

s
p
e
ll

u
n
d
e
rs
ta
n
d

count

treat 2.

fo
rm

a
l c

o
rre

c
t

edible

complete

4.

p
a
ti
e
n
t p

o
lite

mature

possible
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Stack Up
LOOK AT the root words in the box. MATCH them with prefixes to make new words. WRITE the 
new words under each prefix.

Prefixes

sane pronounce exact plant mature

humane atlantic perfect inform edible

in- im-

mis- trans-
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Prefixes

Criss Cross
FILL IN the grid by answering the clues with keywords.

ACROSS

3. Handle someone badly

4. Not finished

6. Change words to a different language

7. Can’t be done

DOWN

1. From coast to coast

2. Rude

4. Wrong

5. Carry

1

2

5

6

7

4

3
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Prefixes

Blank Out!
FILL IN the blanks with keywords.

1. The railroad runs across the entire country. 

2.  Lily said she thought I liked Bryan, but I told her she was totally

.

3. If we leave our dog alone too long, he tends to .

4. I said I liked her gift because I didn’t want to be .

5. People who animals should not be allowed to have pets. 

6. The story was in Spanish so I got my friend to it.

7. If you don’t listen closely, you might the directions.

8. The jigsaw puzzle was because our dog ate a piece! 

9. My sister packed so much that it was to close her suitcase.

10.  We needed a big truck and some movers to the piano to  

our house.
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Prefixes

Blank Out!
FILL IN the blanks with keywords.

1. The story is incomplete because the last few pages are .

2. You something to get it from one place to another. 

3. Someone who doesn’t have good manners is .

4. Some kids when their parents are out.

5. A person who isn’t listening closely might .

6. A wrong answer is . 

7. Something that just can’t be done is .

8.  You can’t borrow my clothes anymore because you always

them.

9. A highway stretching coast to coast is .

10. To read a book in another language, you might it.
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